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THE PEOPLE HAVE A RIGHT TO VOICE AND COUNTERVOICE
~ No. 11/20: Coronavirus ~

INTRO
dd. While the coronavirus
seems to have crept into the
everyday life of the entire
European population, every
day, mainstream media confront us with new facts and
frightening images of viruses,
protective suits and coffins.
The Swiss research and information project Swiss Propaganda Research currently
offers a welcome alternative
to the live tickers of the daily
newspapers. The research
group is characterized by
its political and journalistic
independence. At the request
of a Swiss doctor, Swiss
Propaganda Research has
created its own news page
with important information
about the coronavirus. Its aim
is to provide readers with a
realistic risk assessment of
developments in Italy and
other countries. The mentioned site has been translated into many languages
and is being updated with
daily updates – it is worth
following.
You will find an excerpt of
this in the following article.
The other articles in this
issue are also intended to
contribute to a balanced
approach of information
and judgment. [1]
The Editor (db.)

For clarification: This V&C does not aim at trivializing the coronavirus or call for not
following the government’s instructions. For an objective discussion of the problem,
however, other expert voices should also be heard.

Misleading reporting: Deceased “by” instead of deceased “with” coronavirus
djo. As Swiss Propaganda Research points out in its article of
March 22nd, 2020, most media
currently incorrectly report that
in Italy there were hundreds of
new fatalities “by” the corona
virus every day. In reality, in
the press conference of March
20th, 2020, the President of the
Italian Civil Defense stressed
that the deaths were those occurring “with” the coronavirus and
not those caused “by” the coronavirus. In other words, these

people had died while they were
additionally tested positive. The
same pattern of reporting was
particularly evident in media
reports on young deceased persons. For example, the deceased
21-year-old Spanish football
coach who was subsequently
diagnosed with an undetected
leukemia whose typical complications include severe pneumonia. Furthermore, British media
reported about a 21-year-old
woman who died of Covid-19

Corona deaths of Italy in a different light
sts. According to media reports,
about 800 people die every day
in Italy as a result of coronavirus
disease. This number is frightening and of course there is a
human fate behind every single
case. But if you compare this
figure with the normal mortality
rate in Italy, the picture is more
realistic. As the news page of
Swiss Propaganda Research
mentions, the normal mortality
rate in Italy is about 1,800 deaths
per day. An Italian study from
August 2019 also estimates that
there have been between 7,000
and 25,000 flu deaths per year
in Italy in recent years. Due to
Italy’s older population, this
figure is higher than in other

European countries. In addition,
according to the head of civil
defense, Angelo Borrelli, the
cause of death of those who
have just died has not been
conclusively clarified. The vast
majority of the victims were
over 70 years old, many suffered
from one or more illnesses, for
example diabetes, cancer or
respiratory problems. If you
consider the reliability of the
corona test only being 30-50%
according to the president of the
Chinese Academy of Medical
Sciences, Wang Chen, and that
the test method is questionable,
the reported number of daily
corona deaths in Italy appears
in a different light. [3]

“Important reference values are the number of annual flu deaths, which is up to 1,000 in
Switzerland, up to 8,000 in Italy and about 10,000 in Germany, with peaks of up to 25,000
people; normal all-cause mortality, which is up to 2,000 people per day in Italy, and the
average number of pneumonia cases per year, which is over 120,000 in Italy.”
Taken from “A Swiss doctor on Covid-19” from https://swprs.org/covid-19-hinweis-ii/

without any previous illnesses.
However, in the meantime it
became known that the woman
did not test positive for Covid19 and died of heart failure.
The Covid-19 rumor was started
“because she had a mild cough”.
This and further research have
shown that even younger deceased persons are mostly or
even exclusively persons with
severe pre-existing conditions.
[2]

Covid-19:
A respiratory disease
like every winter?
kt/ct. The German health scientist and lung specialist Dr.
Wolfgang Wodarg recommends
the population in his statement
of February 2nd, 2020 not to
get tested for corona viruses for
200 Euros. Even if the infection
is only mildly “flu-like”, there is
a 7-15% risk of corona viruses
being detected as several years
of testing in Scotland (from
2005 to 2013) have shown. The
findings would have no further
clinical significance, it is only
one of several names for acute
respiratory diseases (ARE),
which temporarily incapacitate
20-40% of the population every
winter more or less. The typical
feature of these respiratory
diseases is that the order of the
different viruses alternates from
Continued on page 2

Sources: [1] https://swprs.org/a-swiss-doctor-on-covid-19/ [2] https://swprs.org/a-swiss-doctor-on-covid-19/ | www.msn.com/de-ch/news/other/spanischernachwuchs-trainer-stirbt-an-corona/ar-BB11gT64 | https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/03/27/chloe-middleton-the-coronavirus-death-that-wasnt/
[3] https://swprs.org/a-swiss-doctor-on-covid-19/ | www.ijidonline.com/article/S1201-9712(19)30328-5/fulltext | www.t-online.de/nachrichten/panorama/
id_87570226/fast-800-tote-an-einem-tag-italiens-verzweifelter-kampf-gegen-das-coronavirus.html | www.kla.tv/15907
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year to year. According to a
study from Scotland, the most
common pathogens are:
1st Rhinoviruses, 2nd Influenza A viruses, 3rd Influenza B
viruses, 4th RS viruses, and 5th
corona viruses. Wodarg asks:
“So if it is said that there is an
increasing number of proven

coronavirus infections in China
or in Italy: Can anyone tell us
how often such examinations
were carried out in the winters
before [...]? If you claim that
something is becoming more,
you must refer to something
you have observed before.” [4]

Corona lockdown:
family time versus* digital media consumption

db. Across Europe, the current
standstill in public life includes
the closure of schools and
leisure facilities. In this context,
the following questions arise
for parents: How do I occupy
my children? How much digital
media consumption do I allow
“The current virus can rather be compared to a severe
them during this time and what
flu at the moment. According to estimates of the World
effects can this have? As part of
Health Organization (WHO), hundreds of millions of
the study “Smart Growing up
people worldwide fall ill with this disease every year. 2019?” of the German company
Up to 650,000 are said to die from it every year, but you
health insurance fund pronova
BKK, 100 German paediatrihardly ever hear anything about this number and this is
cians were asked whether they
something you should keep in mind.”
had noticed any effects among
Robert Stein, well-known German media professional
children and young people as a
result of excessive media conCorona vaccine: Did Bill Gates
sumption in recent years. The
have prior knowledge of the “pandemic”?
paediatricians report an increase
khc. Pharmaceutical companies 2016 the company Moderna in social conspicuities in 79% of
and bio labs are currently signed a framework agreement cases, an increase in obesity in
working at full speed on the with the Bill & Melinda Gates 75%, speech development disdevelopment of a vaccine against Foundation on the Promotion orders in 70%, motoric deficits in
the coronavirus. Normally it takes of mRNA-based development 66% and learning development
years to develop such a vaccine projects for various infectious disorders in 59%. In particular,
and submit it for testing. Never- diseases. On October 18th, 90% of the paediatricians surtheless, three companies are 2019, the foundation invited to veyed warned that the extent
currently said to be close to a an event in New York. At this of the psychological damage
breakthrough in the development meeting, a pandemic exercise
of a vaccine. It is particularly titled “Event 201” was played question, if Bill and Melinda
noticeable that two of the three through in which political Gates had prior knowledge about
companies, Moderna and Cure- decision-makers, officials, exec- an alleged coronavirus-pandemic,
Vac, had bought themselves utives and health experts worked and whether “pandemics” can
into the Bill & Melinda Gates together at a simulated Corona- really be foreseen. [5]
Foundation. Already in January virus outbreak. Which begs the

Apple blocks coronavirus app
rob. On March 10th, 2020, the
Swiss newspaper “20-minutes”
titled: “Apple blocks Swiss
coronavirus app”. Due to a new
guideline, almost all apps related
to the coronavirus would be
rejected by Apple. Specifically,
Apple is now stipulating that
apps relating to the healthcare

system may only be developed
by government agencies. “Apple
probably wants to prevent the
spread of fake news and conspiracy theories”, explained digital
expert Matthias Stuermer. Thus,
only official bodies could disseminate information about
the virus. Could this restriction

be a first step towards the
censorship of all those voices
who suspect backgrounds and
causes beyond those officially
being conveyed concerning
this corona crisis with its
drastic consequences? [6]

caused by increased media use
was not yet foreseeable. With
reference to the study, it is clear
how valuable it is to expose
your children to digital media
in a targeted manner. Among
others, sasek.tv is currently
showing how a happy everyday
family life in lockdown** times
can be arranged without excessive media consumption. The
format “New Values” contains
helpful everyday reports from
children and young people. [7]
*contrasted with
**standstill of public life

Closing Point ●
The whole development
around the coronavirus
leaves a lot of room for
speculation and possible
misinformation. For this
reason, Swiss Propaganda
Research advises in one of
its articles that one should
check whether the media
contribute to a realistic
risk assessment: Which
media merely count up
test-positive case and death
figures without asking what
these people had fallen ill
to or died of? Which media
prefer scary pictures of
viruses, protective suits,
and coffins instead of
concrete data, facts and
backgrounds? In the current situation only those
who ask the real questions
can be trusted. These are
not many, though. [8]
The Editor (db.)

Sources: [4] www.kla.tv/15919 | www.wodarg.com/app/download/8945158814/+20200225+Corona+Artikel+WW.pdf?t=1583011485 [5] www.kla.tv/
Coronavirus/15915 | www.cash.ch/news/politik/corona-krise-corona-impfstoff-forschung-nimmt-schwung-auf-1501366 | www.modernatx.com/ecosystem/
strategic-collaborators/foundations-advancing-mrna-science-and-research | https://www.dasgelbeforum.net/index.php?id=514658 | www.kla.tv/15666
[6] www.20min.ch/finance/news/story/Apple-sperrt-Apps-zum-Coronavirus-31201370 [7] www.pronovabkk.de/service/news/studie-smartphone-nutzung-hatdrastische-folgen-schon-fuer-die-allerkleinsten.html | www.sasek.tv/neuewerte [8] https://swprs.org/corona-media-propaganda/

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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